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Prestige Masters Series is back
to celebrate and reward

Ahmedabad, Riding high
on the success ofits inception
in 2015, the single most
anticipated annual tournament
for amateur golfers, the
'Prestige Masters Series', has
returned with its 7th Edition at
the Prestige Golfshire Club in
Bengaluru. Despite the
pandemic, this year's
tournament allured 120
e n t h u s i a s t i c g o l f e r s '
participation from countries
across the globe like India,
Spain, South Africa, UK and
Korea.

With the Round Two of the
Prestige Masters Series 2021
due on Saturday 21st August
2021, the First Round of the
highly anticipated industry
event which concluded on 24th
July 2021declared Himangshu
Baruah with 42 points; Suresh
HA  with 41 Points; and Ashok
Chokalingam with 39 points as
the top three
qualifiers.Participating golfers
will compete for 15 spots, at
the thrillingMasters Series
Finale scheduled to be held on

Saturday, 20thNovember
2021.The overall year end
price for the winner includes
a business class trip for two
to Greece with a stay at the
multi award winning, Troon
Golf managed, Costa Navarino
Westin Resort on the west
coast of Greece along and a
2021 Masters Golf Bag from
the Augusta Masters
collection. Commenting on
the event, Declan McCollam,
General Manager of the
Prestige Golfshire Club said,
"We are humbledby the active
participation that our annual
property, Prestige Masters
Series has witnessed this
year, especially in cognizance
of the current scenario. In the
absence of a full qualifying
tournament for the last two
years, golfers are zealous to
compete in this esteemed
event. We are honoured to
celebrate and reward
dedicated players and look
forward to welcoming more
to the Prestige Masters Series
family."(19-10)

Max Ventilator goes global with
its newly formed partnership

Ahmedabad, In an effort to
go global, Max ventilator, India's
leading ventilator maker, has
worked out a technology
collaboration agreement with
Amptron Medical, a US-based
respiratory technology
company. This strategic
partnership move signals
India's top ventilator
manufacturer's intent to
develop world-class lifesaving
breathing machines and other
medical devices according to
international standards and
certifications. From now
onwards, Max will make
products based on international
technical and quality standards
and therefore seek international
certifications. Furthermore, with
Amptron's R&D infrastructure
and the team being entirely

based in the US, their products
will have US/international
approvals.

"Although unfortunate,
while Covid was the much-
needed trigger for the Indian
ventilator makers to ramp up
capacities in terms of quantity,
the pandemic has also given a
stimulus to the need and
imperative for quality of these
lifesaving breathing devices.
Until now, Indian products
were limited to having Indian
certifications. This also
curtailed access to
international markets for their
products. However, with this
joint venture with Amptron,
Max intends to go truly global
in its manufacturing outlook and
approach to expand our
presence in developed markets.
With Amptron's cutting edge
technology expertise in medical
devices space, we are
confident that this collaboration
will give a new impetus to Max's
global vision and ambition while
also adding strength to India's
quest for becoming a world-
class manufacturer of
ventilators and other medical
devices, said Mr Ashok Patel,
the founder and brain behind
Max Ventilator.  (19-10)
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NOTICE
TRANSFER OF UNCLAIMED DIVIDENDS AND EQUITY SHARES OF

THE COMPANY TO INVESTOR EDUCATION AND PROTECTION FUND

NOTICE is hereby given that pursuant to the provisions of Section 124(6)
of Companies Act, 2013 read with Investor Education and Protection
Fund Authority (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and Refund) Rules, 2016
as amended from time to time ("IEPF Rules'), notified by the Ministry of
Corporate Affairs all such share(s)in respect of which dividend(s) has
not been paid or claimed by the shareholders for seven consecutive
years or more are required to be transferred by the Company in favor of
the Investor Education and Protection Fund (IEPF) authority.
Pursuant to the said-rules, the Shareholders who had not claimed the
dividend(s) for Seven consecutive years starting from the financial year
2013-14 and whose shares were liable to be transferred to IEPF, are
requested to claim the same and the details of Shareholders whose
shares were liable to be transferred to IEPF authority have been uploaded
on the website of the Company at www.gnrl.in.
The Company has communicated to the concerned shareholders
individually who are yet to encash their dividend warrants in respect of
financial year 2013-14 and onwards. The said shareholders are requested
to apply for duplicate warrants of unpaid dividend as per the procedure
stated in the letter communicated.
The Shareholders are requested to note that in case the Company/
Registrar and Transfer Agent does not receive any communication from
the concerned Shareholders by 15th November, 2021, the Company
shall, with a view to adhering with the requirements of the Rules, transfer
the shares, including all benefits accruing on such shares to IEPF as per
timelines and procedure prescribed in the Rules, without giving any
further notice to the Shareholders and no liability shall lie against the
Company in respect of equity shares so transferred.
The Shareholders may claim the amount of dividend and shares
transferred to IEPF authority, by making an application to IEPF authority
in form-IEPF-5 as per the rules. The said form is available on the website
of the IEPF authority viz.www.iepf.gov.in.
In case of any queries or any clarification/assistance in this regard, the
concerned Shareholders are requested to contact to Company's Registrar
and Transfer Agent Purva Sharegistry (India) Private Limited
(K/a: Ms. Deepali Dhuri) Unit no. 9 Shiv Shakti Ind. Estt., .R. Borichamarg,
Opp. Kasturba Hospital Lane Lower Parel (E), Mumbai 400 011. Tel No.
022 - 2301 8261 Email: support@purvashare.com

Amazon Prime Launches the Trailer of
Upcoming Series Mumbai Diaries 26/11

Ahmedabad, Amazon
Prime Video, today, unveiled
the trailer of its upcoming
fictional medical drama set
against the backdrop of 26/11
attacks - Amazon Original
Series Mumbai Diaries 26/11.
The trailer launch event held
at the iconic Gateway of India
paid homage to the bravery,
commitment and selfless
sacrifice of Mumbai’s frontline
warriors like doctors and police
force. Titled Sahas ko Salam,
the event celebrated the
invaluable sacrifices of
Mumbai’s frontline heroes in
the presence of Honourable
Minister of Tourism,
Environment & Protocol,
Government of Maharashtra,
Shri Aaditya Thackeray,
Aparna Purohit, Head of India
Originals, Amazon Prime
Video, India, director and
creator Nikkhil Advani along

with the producers and the
cast of the series.

Mumbai Diaries 26/11 is a
fictional edge-of-the-seat
medical drama that is set
against the terrifying,
unforgettable night that, on
one hand ravaged the city, but
on the other hand also united
its people and strengthened
their resolve to stand
resolutely against any
adversity. The series is an
account of events that unfold
in a government hospital and
explore the challenges faced
by the medical staff at the
hospital as well as other first
responders across the city of
Mumbai while dealing with a
monumental crisis. Mumbai
Diaries 26/11 will launch on
Amazon Prime Video on
September 9th, 2021, across
more than 240+ countries and
territories. (19-8)

Vedanta Foundation announced the
opening of 100 training centers

Ahmedabad, The newly
established centers, also
known as Rojgar centers, will
be in addition to its current 170
centers functional across
India. 37 such centers were
opened this month. Through its
ski l l model, Vedanta
Foundation intends to skill
students and unemployed
youth from the economically
weaker sections and link them
to job opportunities. With this
intent, the Foundation is
working closely with the
industry to map possible
employment opportunities in
each of the Rojgaar centers.
Some of the companies that
have recruited candidates
from the Rojgar centers

include State Bank of India,
Axis Bank, Paytm, Reliance,
Godrej, Flipkart, Amazon,
Genpact, LIC, among others.

“We launched our Vedanta
Rojgar initiative in the year
2020 when the country was
grappling with the first wave
of the COVID virus. Millions of
youths had lost their jobs. The
state of migrant workers
working in metropolises was
particularly dismal. That's
when we laid the foundation
of our pilot project Vedanta
Rojgar,” said Suman Didwania,
Trustee, Vedanta Foundation.

Furthermore, the
Foundation has also started
partnering with a few Sector
Skill Councils (SSC) set up
under Skill India ‘Kaushal
Bharat- Kushal Bharat’
programme of Government of
India to ensure better connect
with the industry demands for
better livelihood opportunities
for the trainees. These
include the Automotive SSC,
Tourism and Hospitality SSC,
Electronic SSC, and Telecom
SSC. (13-9)

EdelGive announces the launch
of the GROW Philanthropic Fund

Ahmedabad, The past year
has brought with it the COVID-
19 pandemic and extreme
adversity, impacting several
lives and livelihood sacross the
country. Among st
the most severely
af fected,were
grass roots
organisations who were at the
frontlines of rescue and relief
efforts while barely managing
to survive or sustain
themselves. As a result, today,
many of these organisations
are grappling with depleted
reserves of funds,
organisational fatigue and the
risk of forced closure, as
community needs and
vulnerabilities compound and
deepen. During this
challenging time,EdelGive
continues to place its hope in

collaboration and collective
action to mobilise good will,
expertise and resources to
ensure a recovery that is not
only timely, but also holistic.

"GROW was
conceptualised
keeping in mind
the operational

struggles, emotional fatigue
and mental health of every
grass roots organization
during the pro longed
pandemic and its ac
companying hardships.Our
aim is not only to support
these organizations for their
core costs and functioning,
but also to ensure that their
voices are heard so that their
issues are effectively
solved."-Vidya Shah,
Executive Chairperson,
EdelGive Foundation.(19-10)

Hitachi eyes aggressive
expansion plans in Gujarat

Ahmedabad, Johnson
Controls-Hitachi Air
Conditioning India,
manufacturer of India's one of
the largest sell ing air-
conditioner brand 'Hitachi
Cooling and Heating' today
announced its aggressive
expansion plans to capture the
promising residential and
commercial air conditioning
market in Gujarat. In its
endeavour to offer a superior
product experience to
premium customers,
architects, consultants and
builders, looking for innovative
air conditioning solutions for
their residential and
commercial spaces, Hitachi
has introduced its first of its
kind ‘Hitachi Brand Shop’
concept. Being an ‘Air Expert’,
Hitachi has plans to set new

benchmarks for the rising Light
commercial air conditioning
segment by taking the Brand
Shops to key markets across
the country. The Company is
also bullish on the retail
footprint in the region and is
aggressively looking to expand
its existing retail touchpoints from
900 to over 1500 in next 2-3
years. The company is also
doubling its channel partner
strength in Gujarat by taking the
current 120 dealers count to over
250 in the next three years. The
company is also on a massive
localization drive and endeavours
to promote and push ‘Made in
India' ACs. The company has
also recently announced to
reduce its component imports to
almost half and increase export
three folds in the next three
years. (19-10)

IIM Ahmedabad and Bank of America partner to
set up a Centre for Digital Transformation

Ahmedabad, Indian
Institute of Management
Ahmedabad (IIMA),
thepremier global
management institution, has
partnered with Bank of
America to launch a Centre
for Digital Transformation
(CDT). The Centre aspires to
become a vibrant knowledge
hub for academia,
policymaking, and the private
sector by facilitating cutting-
edge research on digital
transformation and innovation.

The Centre for Digital
Transformation was launched
with an event which was
attended by faculty members
of IIMA, along with well-
known leaders from industry

and academic institutions from
India and abroad.

Announcing the launch of
the Centre, Professor Errol
D'Souza, Director, IIMA, said,
"Advancements in the
information technology sector
are growing rapidly and
transforming the way we
function. The pandemic has
further revealed the value of
digital operating models and
the need for industry,
institutions, and nations to
ramp up their adoption of
technology. Therefore, it
becomes imperative that we
study the impact of this digital
transformation on business,
government, individuals and
society." (19-10)

Indian Pharmaceutical Company
conducts Clinical Analysis

Ahmedabad, According to
recent stats, 2.77 crores of
COVID-19 sufferers were
recovered from 2.88 crores
cases in India. All corporate
offices and businesses want
to operate outdoors but worry
much about the Post Covid
difficulties and resolutions.
While companies were
involved in launching products
and promoting claims that it
fights the Coronavirus,
researchers ran clinical tests
to confirm how consuming
immunity supplements resolve
mild to moderate COVID-19
patients. Dr. Neha Shah, Dr.

Rohit Parate, and Dr. Abhay
Vispute published their
findings on a new COVID-19
clinical trial in the Medical
Journal of Advances in Clinical
Toxicology. A randomized,
open-label, 2 Arm, prospective
study was investigated for the
safety and efficacy of the
health supplements.
Fortunately, ImmunoSEB +
ProbioSEB CSC3 as
supplemental therapy was
confirmed to be beneficial in
mild to moderate COVID-19
patients and showed overall
clinical improvement in WHO
7-point ordinal scale. (1-7)

Amazon Pay introduces voice
notification feature Business app

Ahmedabad, Amazon Pay
today announced the launch of
voice notificationsforthe
'Amazon Pay for Business'
app. With this launch, small
businesses across India can
enjoy a hassle-free
experience eradicating the
additional minutesspent during
peak business hourswaitingfor
notification for payments
received.Initially, the feature
will be available in English and
Hindi. Amazon Pay for
Business app enables small
merchants to manage their
day-to-daytransactions and
simplify accepting digital
payments. It is a multi-lingual
app thatcan be downloaded by
merchants across the country.
They can set up their
preferred language in simple
steps post registering
themselves as a merchant.

Speaking on the launch,
Mahendra Nerurkar, CEO-
Amazon Pay
India,said,"Amazon Pay's

mission is to make payments
trusted, convenient and
rewarding. With the launch of
voice notifications for
merchants, we aim to make it
easier for shop keepers and
offline merchants to keep tabs
on payment received from
customers.  Instead of making
merchants look up their phone
for notifications, the Amazon
Pay app simply provides an
audio confirmation of received
payments, thus enabling
merchants to serve their
customers instead of getting
distracted by checking for
payments."

Amazon Pay for Business
app simplifies accepting
payments for merchants as
any customer can now just
use their phones and make
paymentsby scanning the
Amazon Pay QR codeusing any
UPI app.Merchants get a real-
time audio notification and
consolidated view of
payments received. (19-10)

Facebook Powers Growth Of Small Businesses
In Gujarat Through Numerous Initiatives

Ahmedabad, 26th August
2021: As part of its recently
announced 'Small Business
Loans Initiative', Facebook
today said that the program
will be open to its small
business advertisers across 30
cities and towns of Gujarat.
This program aims to help
small and medium businesses
(SMBs) that advertise on
Facebook to get quick access
to credit through independent
lending partners.

There are several
interesting trends emerging
from Gujarat on how small
businesses are using digital to
grow. Three Gujarat-based
businesses, The Indian Ethnic
Co., MyBageecha, and
SourceItRight, among many
others have seen exponential
growth by increasing the use
of social media and digital.
Digital and the Facebook apps
have helped many SMBs from
Gujarat to tap into markets
across India, as well as
internationally, multiplying
their economic opportunities.

Several SMBs from the state
have also used Facebook,
Instagram, and WhatsApp to
go direct-to-consumer,
leading to explosive growth
for their businesses.

Gujarat is home to 33.16
lakh MSMEs employing 61.16
lakh people. There is a strong
thrust on growth of women
MSMEs and currently there
are 8.2 lakh women led
MSMEs in Gujarat.

Speaking about Facebook's
commitment to the
empowerment of the small
and medium business
ecosystem in Gujarat,
Archana Vohra, Director -
Small and Medium Businesses
at Facebook India said,
"Gujarat's SMB community has
demonstrated incredible
resilience even during the
pandemic. There are
numerous examples of small
businesses from the state that
are consistently growing by
using digital and social media.
Facebook apps have enabled
many of these businesses to

go direct-to-consumer, and
expand to international
markets. Our commitment to
small businesses runs deep,
that's why from business loans
to business skilling, we're
launching new initiatives to
empower them." (1-7)

Rainmaker presents the World'sfirst-ever
Cryptocurrency Fantasy Gaming Platform

Ahmedabad, Last year,
India emerged as the World's
second largest Cryptocurrency
market by adoption. With the
aim to revolutionize the whole
experience, Rainmaker,
theWorld's first
Cryptocurrency fantasy
gaming platformwas launched
today, to offer India'scrypto

enthusiasts and crypto curious
a whole new and unique
trading experience.

Shedding more light on the
thought behind this pioneering
idea, Harsh Himmatsingka,
Founder& CEO, Rainmaker
said, "While India's love for
cryptocurrency trading has
outdone that of even the US
and China, the knowledge
around how to maximize one's
investment in crypto trading is
still limited. With Rainmaker,it
is not only the crypto literate
that we hope to attract, but
also those who are unsure but
crypto curious, that we hope
to arm with the knowledge
needed to confidently become
an actual crypto trader."

Rainmaker is based on the
core vision of democratising
knowledge for individuals
interested in learning the
nuances of this investment
avenue in a fun way.It offers
a near-real experienceby
gamifying trades and inviting
players to learn analytical
skil lsin crypto portfolio
management. The platform
also offers a similar
experience in stock trading,
replicating that of actual Stock
Exchanges in India.Rainmaker
is now available on iTunes and
Google Play Store. (19-10)

Couple booked for selling rented cars
Ahmedabad : A couple

living in Gorwa was arrested
on Wednesday for hiring 17
cars on rent and then selling
them off without informing the
owners. Police said that Raj
Mohammed alias Pappu
Sheikh and his wife Nimisha

alias Anisha Sheikh had hired
cars from 17 people living in
different areas of Vadodara on
a monthly rent of Rs 20,000
to Rs 26,000. The duo had
told the car owners that they
have contacts in different
companies in Vadodara and
they can sub-let the cars.
Since many of the car owners
were using their vehicles as
school vans, they decided to
give their vehicles on rent.

espite legal agreements made
between the car owners and
the couple, the couple did not
pay them the rent. When the
car owners asked the two
accused to return their cars,
they said that they had sold
them off. Shocked by the
duo’s action, the car owners
approached police and an
offence of cheating was
registered at Gorwa police
station.

Relaxations sought for Ganpati immersions
Ahmedabad : The Garba

capital of the state can well be
called the Ganpati capital too.
While there has been some
respite with the state
government relaxing curfew till
midnight during the festival,
other aspects like installation
and immersion processions are
still being debated upon.

The issue of the size of
pandals became clear only on
Wednesday when minister
Yogesh Patel discussed in the
cabinet meeting. Patel said
that after his representation it

had been decided that the
pandals should not be bigger
than 300 square feet. Patel
said that he had discussed
this too and arrangements will
be made. The organisers
have also sought that some
concessions should be given
for immersion processions
and DJs should be allowed.
Many organisers have been
arguing that programmes of
political parties were going on
with large crowds and DJs,
but Ganpati processions were
not being allowed. Another

aspect that has raised
eyebrows is that the artificial
ponds for immersions was still
not ready. Patel said that he
had discussed this too and
arrangements will be made.
Vadodara Municipal
Corporation mayor Keyur
Rokadia said that the civic
body would be sticking to
guidelines.
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Dear Sir/Madam, 

Unit: GUJARAT NATURAL RESOURCES LIMITED (CIN: L27100GJ1991PLC016158) 

Sub.: Transfer of Equity Shares in case of unclaimed dividend in previous seven consecutive years of the Company to Investor Education 
and Protection Fund (IEPF) 

Re.: Folio No./DP ID and Client ID: B00095 

This has reference to the captioned subject; 

a) Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) has notified new Rules viz. “Investor Education and Protection Fund Authority (Accounting, Audit, Transfer and
Refund) Rules, 2016” which have come into force from 7th September, 2016, and subsequently amended by Notification dated 28th February
2017 (‘the Rules). The said Rules, inter alia, contain provisions for transfer of all shares to IEPF in respect of which dividend has remain unpaid or
unclaimed by the shareholders for seven consecutive years or more.

b) As per the applicable provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 (the Act), all unpaid dividends are required to be transferred by the Company to the
IEPF established by the Central Government, after completion of seven years from the date they became due.

c) We would like to draw your attention on the captioned subject. Kindly note that according to the records available as on 31/07/2021, you have not
encashed the dividend warrants for the following year;

d) 
Dividend for the year Warrant /DD No. Amount (Rs.) No. of Shares 

2013-2014   
2014-2015  
2016-2017   

e) Please note that as per Section 125 of the Companies Act, 2013, the company will be obliged to transfer any money lying in the unpaid dividend
account, which remains unpaid or unclaimed for a period of seven years, to credit the Investor Education and Protection Fund (IEPF). Further,
please note that the dividend paid for the financial year 2013-2014 is due for transfer to the IEPF is 30th  November 2021.

f) It may please be noted that if no claim is received by the company or the Share Transfer Agent before 15/11/2021, Company will transfer the
shares held by you to Investor Education and Protection Fund pursuant to IEPF Rules, 2016 by following the due process as under:

1. In case of shares held in physical form – by issuance of duplicate share certificate and transfer the same to IEPF. The original share
certificate(s) which stand registered in your names and held by you, will stand automatically cancelled;

2. In case of shares held in demat mode – Your demat account will be debited for the shares liable for transfer to the IEPF.

g) Please note that no claim shall lie against the company in respect of the unclaimed dividend and share transferred to the IEPF. However, both the
unclaimed dividend amount and the shares can be claimed from the IEPF Authority by making an application in the prescribed Form IEPF-5 online
and sending the physical copy of the same duly signed (as per the specimen signature recorded with the Company) along with requisite
documents enumerated in the Form IEPF-5 to the Company.

h) The Rules and the application form (Form IEPF-5), as prescribed by the MCA for claiming back the shares/ dividend, are available on the website
of the MCA (www.iepf.gov.in.).

i) For applying duplicate warrants of unpaid dividend, please send us the covering letter along with following documents :-

1. Self-attested copy of PAN card of all the Shareholders

2. Bank details of First Shareholder (original cancelled cheque or first page of bank pass book)

3. Aadhar card / Election Card / Electricity Bill of First Shareholder

Please feel free to contact the Company / the Registrar & Transfer Agent (PURVA) in case you have any queries, as per details furnished hereunder: 

  Ms. Sheetal Pandya 

Gujarat Natural Resources Limited 

3rd Floor, A Wing, Gopal Palace, Opp. Ocean Park, Nr. Nehru Nagar, 

Satellite Road, , Ahmedabad, Gujarat, 380015 

Tel No.  079-40029806 

Email: sheetal@gnrl.in 
Website:  www.gnrl.in 

Ms. Deepali Dhuri 

Purva Sharegistry (India) Private Limited 

Unit no. 9 Shiv Shakti Ind. Estt., .R. Borichamarg, Opp. Kasturba Hospital 
Lane Lower Parel (E), Mumbai 400 011 

Tel No. 022 – 2301 8261 

Email: support@purvashare.com 

Website: www.purvashare.com 

Thanking you, 

Yours Faithfully, 

For Purva Sharegistry (India) Pvt. Ltd. 

Sd/- 

Authorised Signatory 

9 Shiv Shakti Industrial Estate, J. R. Boricha Marg, Lower Parel East, Mumbai - 400 011 
Tel : 2301 2518 / 2301 6761 • Fax : 2301 2517 • Email: support@purvashare.com • Web : www.purvashare.com 


